[Large scale production of natural lymphokines with antitumor activity (OH-1) using transplantable human cell lines and its clinical use].
OH-1, consisting of purified natural human TNF-alpha and natural human IFN-alpha induced from BALL-1 cells stimulated with HVJ, has been obtained in large scale using Hayashibara's hamster method and has synergistically enhanced antitumor activity against wider spectrum of tumor cells, in vitro and in vivo. One of the action mechanism of OH-1 is clarified to be a result of arrest in the S phase of the cell cycle. In phase I study of OH-1 by intravenous administration to 23 patients with different advanced and/or metastatic malignant tumors, OH-1 shows the similar side effects to that of IFN-alpha without serious ones. The maximum tolerant dose is assumed as over 2,000 x 10(4) U/body. The early phase II clinical study of OH-1 is now on going, in which OH-1 shows anti-tumor effect with intravenous administration of over 200 x 10(4) U/body/day. As a preliminary result, OH-1 in dose of over 200 x 10(4) U/body/day to 62 patients with disseminated or advanced solid tumor shows an efficacy rate of 21.0%; CR in one patient of breast cancer and PR in three patients each of breast cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma and renal-cell carcinoma and PR in three other advanced cancer.